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Relative Importance of Goods in Process Basedon
Federal Trade Commission and
Securities and Exchange Commission Reports
The Industrial Corporation Reports present balance sheets show-
ing year end inventories and stocks of goods in process for 38 in-
dustries in 1939 and i6 in 1938.' For'939 the FTC compiled the
information from reports submitted directly by selectedcorpora-
tions. For 1938 the data were taken from annual reports to the
SEC and from supplementary information submitted at the re-
quest of the FTC.
The sample of reporting firms was usually obtained by selecting
in each industry some "of the most important concerns.. .from
the standpoint of investment and value of goods sold". The sales
reported by the sample in 1939 range from 12.5 to 97 percent of
the Bureau of Census value of product for corresponding groups
(excluding a few cases where the census data were exceeded by
the sample figures) 2 In most groups the sample accounted for
over half the activity reported to the census. The number of firms
reporting in each industry ranged from 4 to 34, but usually from
4 to 9. The over-all coverage of the sample firms compared with
In general, the reports are for the end of the calendar year, but in some
cases cover fiscal yean ending nearest the end of the calendar year to which
the reports are attributed.
2These cases are attributed largely to the classification of certain plants of
these corporations under other industries by the Bureau of Census, and also
to the fact that the census does not cover foreign establishments, while the

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0all manufacturing is far less adequate, since some leadingindus
tries are not represented at all; for example, the sales ofthe sample
firms reporting an inventory were only 15 percent ofthe total
census value of product in 1939; the coverage was even smaller in
1938.
To help offset these inadequacies, the National Bureauof Eco-
nomic Research collected additional information forsome of the
more important industry groups omitted from the FTCsample.
The data were obtained from annual reportsto the SEC by cor-
porations listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Theindustjj
represented in the augmented sample held stocksamounting to
30.9 percent of manufacturers' total holdings in 1938 andto 51.9
percent in '939 (Table 103); the sample firms heldasmallerpor.
tion: 17.4 percent in 1938 andpercent in i3g.
An over-all ratio of goods inprocess to total stocks wascorn-
puted by weighting the ratio of goods inprocess to total stocks in
each industry by the census value of inventoriesheld in that in-
dustry at the end of 1938 and of1939. The result is unsatisfactory
partly because of inadequatecoverage of many industries and
partly because certaingroups, notably foods, beverages,paper,
printing and publishing, nonferrousmetals, and leather,were not
represented.
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